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Kenneth Ortega
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Importance:
Normal
Subject: Re: Stylist

Paul
MJ did not have a good Friday and he didn't show on Saturday. He has been habitually
late (the norm). I realize he's up against a lot. I have a ton of love and sympathy for
what he's been through. We must do all that we can as a team to stay on top of his
needs everyday. He requires more attention and management. As I mentioned I truly
believe he needs nourishment guidance and physical therapy (massage) for his fatigued
muscles and injuries. He is not in great physical shape. I believe he's hurting. He has
been slow at grabbing hold of the work. We have twenty days, we can't let him slip. I'm
doing all I can every day to build up his confidence and to create a schedule that will
help to ready him and to arrive us at our goals. Every time he is late or cancels it chisels
away at that possibility. There can be no more calls to Travis asking him to come to the
house. MJ needs to be told that it's time to get real. He must take care of himself so that
he can meet the schedule or there are going to be consequences. We need a healthy,
rested and ready MJ at the Forum and Staples for all the remaining rehearsals as well
as the few we have at the 02 in July. Thanks, KO

On Sun, Jun 14,2009 at 4:11 PM, Paul Gongaware

wrote:

Frank and I have discussed it already and have requested a face-to-face meeting
with the doctor, hopefully Monday. We want to remind him that it is AEG, not MJ
who is paying his salary. We want him to understand what is expected of him. He
has been dodging Frank so far.

PaulG

On Jun 14,2009, at 3:21 PM, Kenneth Ortega wrote:

Paul
I just wanted to remind you to get our additional Stylist on board ASAP so she
can begin shopping this week. I also may require your assistance in putting a few
things in place for MJ. We should discuss this in person as it is personal. Were
you aware that MJ's Doctor didn't permit him to attend rehearsals yesterday? Are
Randy and Frank aware of this? Please have them stay on top of his health
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situation. Without invading MJ's privacy, it might be a good idea to talk
with his Doctor to make sure everything MJ requres is in place. Who is
responsible for MJ getting proper nourishment/vitamins/therapy everyday?
Personally, I feel he should have a top Nutritionist and Physical Therapist
working with him on a regular basis. The demands on this guy are
mentally and physically extraordinary! The show requirements exhaust our
20 year olds. Please don't underestimate the need to stay on top of this.
I'm in Vegas for the night back at the Forum tomorrow afternoon. Thanks,
KO

The KO Company
818.986.4377
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